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Chapter 6 
Game Logic 

As we have seen in section 2.4, effectivity functions can be used to model local as 
well as global ability of players in a game. For Coalition Logic, we have assumed 
that a (coalition) model represents a complex game whose local effectivity struc
ture is described by the [C]-modality. We are now switching from this internal 
game view to an external view in which we only represent games by what play
ers can achieve in them in the end. The game models underlying this external 
view associate multiple determined 2-player games to every state. The logic used 
to reason about these models is Game Logic, introduced in [97], which includes 
game expressions explicitly in its logical language. Where in Coalition Logic [C]tp 
expressed that coalition C had a strategy for bringing about ip in one move in 
the game which is the underlying model, the Game Logic formula (7)^ expresses 
that player 1 has a strategy to bring about ip in game 7. 

We formally introduce the syntax and semantics of Game Logic in section 6.1. 
In section 6.2, we show that all the operations of Game Logic preserve bisimulation 
so that (as with Coalition Logic) all formulas of Game Logic are invariant for 
bisimulation. The rest of this chapter again concerns questions of axiomatization 
and complexity. Unfortunately, the results are somewhat incomplete and leave 
many open questions: A completeness result for the natural axiom system for full 
Game Logic is still wanting, as is a proof of the conjectured lower bound for the 
complexity of the satisfiability problem. 

For studying the complexity of Game Logic, it is useful to relate Game Logic 
to another well-known calculus for reasoning about program behavior, the /i-
calculus. Although formulas of the //-calculus have traditionally been interpreted 
over Kripke models, this restriction is in no way necessary. Section 6.4 introduces 
the /i-calculus over general game models. 

The chapter closes with some brief remarks on our second theme, programs 
vs. games. While most of this discussion is postponed until the end of the next 
chapter, we comment on some first differences and similarities between full Game 
Logic and its program fragment. 
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Chapter 6. Game Logic 

6.1 Syntax & Semantics 

Game Logic (GL) is a logic to reason about individual ability in determined 2-
player games; it extends the individual fragment of 2 - MaxPlay in two ways-
*iT8t, multiple effectivity functions are associated with each state, one for every 
game m 1 0, and second, game operations are added to talk not only about atomic 
games but also about complex ones. To add some metaphysical significance to 
these 2-player games and to adopt established terminology from the literature 
on the refinement calculus [7], player 1 will often be called Angel and player 2 
Demon. The language of GL consists of two sorts, games and propositions. 

• D E F I N I T I O N 6.1 ( G A M E L O G I C S Y N T A X ) . Given a set of atomic games L0 

and a set of atomic propositions %, games 7 and propositions <p can have the 
following syntactic forms, yielding the set of GL-games F and the set of GL-
pi'opositions/formulas $: 

7 — .9 I <̂ ? I 7 ;7 I 7 U 7 I 7* | 7
d 

<p:= ± \p\^<p\ V3 V ^ I {i)tp 

where p e $ 0 and g e L0. 

Furthermore, we define [ 7 ] v := - . f r ) ^ a n d t h e d e m o n i c a n £ d o f H 

choice and iteration: Demonic choice between 7 l and l2 is denoted as 7 l n 7 2 

21!tS^u 72) Demonic lteratlon of 71S denoted as T*£ 
On certain occasions, it is useful to treat demonic choice and iteration as 

primitive, for it allows us to consider Game Logic formulas and games in dual 
normal form: 

• D E F I N I T I O N 6.2 ( D U A L N O R M A L F O R M ) . A GL-formula (GL-game) is in dual 
normal formiff the duality operator occurs only as demonic iteration demonic 
choice, or in front of atomic games or tests. 

Using the following game-theoretic versions of the de Morgan laws, every Game 
Eogic formula can be rewritten into an equivalent dual normal form: 

(aU/? ) d ^adnßd (a-ßf ^ a
d-ßd a*d -> adX 

(o.nßY ^adUßd 

• DEFINITION 6.3 (PROGRAM F R A G M E N T ) . A game which does not contain 
the duality-operation at all (i.e., also not hidden in a demonic operation) is a 
program. The set of GL-formulas which only contain games which are programs 
is the program fragment of Game Logic. 



6.1. Syntax & Semantics 

The formula (7)^ expresses that Angel has a ^-strategy in game 7, and [7]^ ex
presses that Angel does not have a -.(^-strategy, which by determinacy is equiv
alent to saying that Demon has a ^-strategy. To provide some first intuition 
regarding the game operations, 7 l U 72 denotes the game where Angel chooses 
which of the two subgames to continue playing, and the sequential composition 

7 l 172 of two games consists of first playing 71 and then 72. In the iterated game 
7*, Angel can choose how often to play 7 (possibly not at all); each time she has 
played 7, she can decide whether to play it again or not. Playing the dual game 

7
d is the same as playing 7 with the players' roles reversed, i.e., any choice made 

by Angel in 7 will be made by Demon in Y and vice versa. Hence. 7! H 72 will 
refer to the game where Demon chooses which subgame to play, leaving the roles 
of the players in 71 and 72 intact. The test game pi consists of checking whether 
a proposition ip holds at that position. This construction can be used to define 
conditional games such as (p?; 7 l ) U {^;A- If P holds at the present state of 
the game, 71 is played, and otherwise 72-

Recall from chapter 2 that a game m.odel M = {(S, {Eg\g G r 0 } ) , V), consists 
of a set of states S, a valuation V : $ 0 -> V{S) for the propositional letters and 
a collection of functions Eg : S -> V(V{S)) which are monotonie, i.e. X G Eg(s) 
and X Ç X' imply X' G Eg{s). The idea is that sEgX (i.e., X G Eg(s)) holds 
whenever Angel has a strategy in game g to achieve X, i.e., Eg represents the 
effectivity of player 1 at every state. By the proof of theorem 2.12 and corollary 
2.13 of chapter 2 we know that we can think of every state as being associated 
either with a number of determined strategic games (internal view), or with a 
number of extensive games of perfect information (external view). 

By simultaneous induction, we define truth in a game model on the one hand 
and the effectivity functions for non-atomic games on the other hand. 

• D E F I N I T I O N 6.4 ( G A M E L O G I C S E M A N T I C S ) . The truth of a formula ip in a 

model M at a state s (denoted as M, s |= <p) is defined as follows: 

M,stf=± 
A4, s |= p iff P G $0 and s G V(p) 
M. s \= -xp iff M, s y=ip 
M. s |= ip V ip iff M, s (= <p or M, s \= ip 

M,s\= <j)ip iff sE^M 

The fonction E„t : S -> V{V{S)) is defined inductively for non-atomic games 7. 

Let E7{Y) := {s G S\sEnY}. Then 

Ea(Eß(Y)) 
Ea(Y)öEß(Y) 
'P>MC\Y 

Ea-,ß(Y) 
Eauß(Y) 

E AY) 
E AY) 
E AY) 

Êa(Y) = Ea(Y) 
• pX.YuEa{X) 
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It can be shown that monotonicity of the ^-funct ions is preserved under the 
game operations, so the fixpomt ßX.YUEa{X) always exists. We also define the 
notions of validity and logical consequence in the standard way (see section 3.1). 

6.2 Bisimulation Again 

As an equivalence notion, bisimulation applies to game models as it does to 
coalition models. We have seen in a previous chapter that all formulas of Coalition 
Logic were bisimulation invariant. To show that also Game Logic formulas are 
invariant for bisimulation, one needs to show that clauses 2 and 3 of the definition 
of bisimulation can be generalized from atomic games to complex ga 

ïames. 

• T H E O R E M 6.5. Let M = {(S,{Eg\g e T0}),V) and M' = {{S',{E'\g G 
r 0 }) , V') be two game models such that s ±? s'. Then 

1. For all ip G $: M, s \= cp iff M', s' \= tp 

2. For all 7 G T: If sE,,X then 3X> Ç S' such that s'E'X' and Vx' G X' 3x G 
X : x t± x'. 

3. For all 7 G T: If s'E\X' then 3X C 5 such that S£LJT and Va; G X 3x' G 
X ' : x t± x'. 

PROOF. For atomic games and formulas, the claims hold by bisimilarity. For 
non-atomic formulas, the boolean cases are immediate and we shall only show 
one direction of (1.) for ( 7 ) ^ . If M,s h < 7 ^ , sfytp" and so (by induction 
hypothesis (2.) for 7 ) there is some X' such that s'E^X' and for all x' G X' 
there is some x G ̂  such that x ti x'. By induction hypothesis (1.) for <p, this 
means that X' Ç ^ , and so by monotonicity, s'E'<pM', which establishes'that 
M',a?\=ln)<p. 

As for proving that the game constructions of GL are safe for bisimulation, 
we shall prove (2.) for non-atomic games. Consider first the case of test <pf- If 
sEvlX = ^ n l , let X' := {x'\3x e X : x t> x '} . Then ^ X ' by induction 
hypothesis (1.) for 93, and for all x' G X' there is some x G X such that .7; t± x', 
simply by definition of X ' . 

For union, if s£ a U / 3 X we can assume w.l.o.g. that sEQX and apply the in
duction hypothesis, i.e. for some X', we have s'E'aX' and hence also s'E'u0X' 

For composition, suppose that s G Ea(E0(X)). Using the induction hypothe
sis for a, there is some Y' such that s ' ^ F ' and for all y' G Y' there is a u G Eg(X) 
such that « p y'. Now let A ' := {x'|3x G A : x - x '} . We must show that 
s Ec,\Eß\x'))- For this, it suffices by monotonicity to show that Y' Ç E'JX') 
So suppose that y' G Y', i.e., for some u G £ a ( A ) we have u t> t/'. Using the 
induction hypothesis for ,0, there is some U' such that y'E'3V' and for all t>' G V' 
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there is some x G X such that x t» t/. Hence Vr' C X ' and so by monotonicity, 

y'E'ßX'. 
Dual: S u p p o s e ^ * * , i.e. not sEaX and let X ' be as before. It is sufficient 

to show that s'E'JC does not hold. Suppose by reductio the contrary. Then there 
is some Z with sEaZ and for all z G Z there is some x' <^X' such that z f i ' . 
From this it follows that Z <Z X, so by monotonicity s £ a X , a contradiction. 

Iteration: Let X' be as before and let Z be 

{z\Vz' : z t± z'=}• z ' K . X ' ) } . 

Now it is sufficient to show that Ea,{X) C Z, and given the definition of Ea>{X) 
as a least fixpoint, it suffices to show that Z is a fixpoint, i.e. that 

XUEa(Z) ÇZ. 

Supposing that x G X and for some x' we have :r t± x', we have x' G X' Ç 
££ , (X ' ) . On the other hand, suppose that x G Ea{Z) and x t ? x'. Then by 
induction hypothesis, there is some Z' such that x' G ££(Z') and for all z' G Z' 
there is some z G Z such that z t± z'. But then Z ' C E'a,{X'), and so by 
monotonicity x' G ̂ ( ^ , (X')) Ç E'a, (X') which completes the proof. • 

6.3 Axiomatization 

• D E F I N I T I O N 6.6 ( G A M E L O G I C A X I O M A T I C S ) . A game logic is a set of for

mulas A which contains all prepositional tautologies together with all instances 
of the axiom schémas of figure 6.1, and which is closed under the rules of Modus 
Ponens, Monotonicity and a new Fixpoint Rule. Let GL denote the smallest game 
logic. 

Intuitively, the axiom for iteration states that (7*)^ is a fixpoint of the operation 
95 V (7)X and the fixpoint rule states that (j*)ip is the least such fixpoint. 

• T H E O R E M 6.7. GL is sound with respect to the class of all game models. 

Together with Parikh, we conjecture that GL is complete with respect to the 
class of all game models, but proving this conjecture is one of the main open 
technical problems in Game Logic. Some weaker results exist, however. If sq is a 
sequence of operators of Game Logic such as d or d, *, let GL-S« denote Game Logic 
without the operators of sq, i.e., restricted to formulas without these operators 
and without the axioms involving them. 

• T H E O R E M 6.8 ( P A R I K H [97]). Dual-free Game Logic GL~d is sound and com

plete with respect to the class of all game models. 
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Axioms: 

Inference Rules: 

tp p^ip V 5 -

(al)ß)(p <-> (a) ip V (/?)<p 
(a;ß)tp<^ (a){ß)tp 

(öl)cp^ {S A ip) 

WW ~ Aij^p 
(VV<7)<7*M->(7*)V 

•* 0 (̂  V (7)^) -> 0 
ip {cy- -> ( o v (r>v -> i> 

Figure 6.1: The axioms and inference rules (Modus Ponens, Monotonicity and 
the Fixpoint Rule) of Game Logic. 

The rest of this section is devoted to showing that GL-*, i.e., Game Logic with 
dual but without iteration (and hence without the Mix axiom (tp V ('j}{,J*)tp) —• 
{7*) tp and the fixpoint rule) is complete with respect to the class of all game 
models. As before, the proof is via a canonical model construction. 

Let A be any game logic and let S be the set of all maximally A-consistent sets 
of formulas. Define the canonical A-model C = ((S. {Eg\g G T0}). V) as before in 
the case of Coalition Logic: 

s e V(p) iff p G s 
sEgX iff 3tpC X : (g)tp G s 

• L E M M A 6.9. For any maximally A-consistent set s G S and any formula tp: 
C,s \= ip iff tp G s. Equivalent ly, tpc = tp. 

PROOF. We shall prove the following two claims by simultaneous induction on tp 
and 7: 

(1) tpc = lp and (2) V^ : E^) = ( 7 ^ 

The base case of both claims holds by definition. For the boolean inductive steps 
of (1), the argument is standard. For (7)^, suppose s G ({j)p)c where pc = tp 
by induction hypothesis. Then the claim follows from (2). What remains is to 
show (2) for complex games 7 making use of the axioms. Some sample cases: 

If sE^ip then s G pf n -tp. By induction hypothesis claim (1), s € ip and so 
tp Aip £ s, hence by the test axiom, (tpl)ip G s. Similarly for the converse. 

If sEaEß(il>), then by induction hypothesis, Eß(ip) = (ß)'ip- and again by 
induction hypothesis, (a){ß)ip G s. Analogously for the converse and the other 
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The previous truth lemma then allows us to prove the canonical model the
orem, from which completeness follows as a corollary. To conclude, we have ax
iomatic completeness for GL~d as well as GL"*, but iteration together with duality 
remains a problem. 

• T H E O R E M 6.10. GL~* is complete with respect to the class of all game models. 

6.4 Alternations 

6.4.1 The Generalized /^-Calculus 

The modal //-calculus is a very expressive logic which subsumes most program 
logics (e.g., PDL) and temporal logics (e.g., CTL, CTL*). In its original formula
tion, the //-calculus consists of a modal language with special operations denoting 
least and greatest fixpoints, interpreted over Kripke models. In this section we 
shall introduce the language of the //,-calculus and generalize its semantics from 
Kripke models to game models. We can then translate formulas of Game Logic 
into formulas of the //-calculus, and this translation will subsequently be appealed 
to when discussing expressiveness and complexity in this chapter and the next. 

The language of the propositional modal /i-calculus consists of the language of 
modal logic together with least and greatest fixpoint operations which make use 
of variables X, Y,. .. G Var. Note that in contrast to GL, modalities are always 
atomic in the //-calculus. 

• D E F I N I T I O N 6.11 ( / / -CALCULUS S Y N T A X ) . The set of //.-calculus formulas is 

defined inductively as 

<p:=-L\p\X \-*p\ipV<p\ (g)p | ßX.p 

where p G <3>0, g G T0, X G Var and in ßX.<p, X occurs strictly positively in tp, 
i.e., every free occurrence of X in <p occurs under an even number of negations. 

The language is interpreted over game models M = {{S, {Eg\g G P}), V). but 
a variable assignment v : Var -> V(S) is needed to interpret the variables. 

• D E F I N I T I O N 6.12 ( / / -CALCULUS S E M A N T I C S ) . The truth of a formula ip in a 

model M at a state s (denoted as M, s \= p) is defined as follows: 

M,v,s ^ T 
M, v, s \= p iff p e $o and s e V(p) 
M,v,s\=X iff X G Var and s G v{X) 
M.,v,s\=-<ip iff M,v,s Y= (f 
M,v,s \= p V ip iff M, v,s\=ip or M, v,s\=ip 
M, v. s h {g)p iff sEg{t G S\M, v, t h V?} 
M,v,s \= pX.p iff s G f]{T C S\{t G S\M,vX:=T,t \= p} ç T} 

where vx,=T{Y) = v(Y) for all Y^X and vx..=T(X) = T. 
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Since if was assumed to be strictly positive in X, monotonicity is guaranteed and 
hence by theorem A.l, ßX.<p indeed denotes the least fixpoint of the operation 
associated with <p(X). Note that the scope of the fixpoint operator extends as 
far as possible to the right. We define the greatest fixpoint vX.tp(X) as the 
abbreviation of ~^fj,X.^ip(-iX). 

• D E F I N I T I O N 6.13 ( P O S I T I V E N O R M A L F O R M ) . Formula <p is said to be in pos

itive normal form if no variable is quantified (i.e.. bound by ß or v) twice and all 
negations occurring in ip apply to atomic propositions only. 

Using the de Morgan laws for the boolean connectives, the box-diamond duality 
and the greatest fixpoint. every //-calculus formula can be rewritten into positive 
normal form. 

When we will discuss model-checking algorithms in the next chapter, fixpoint 
nestings will play a crucial role. The simplest kind of nesting is exhibited by the 
following formula 

ßX.pV(X AfiY.qV (g)Y). 
Since the variable X does not occur inside the fiY fixpoint. the latter can be 
calculated first, independently of the ßX fixpoint. We shall consider nestings 
of this kind to be vacuous nestings. A non-vacuous nesting is exhibited by the 
formula 

liX.pV(qAljY.XV(g)Y), 

where the calculation of the inner fixpoint depends on the current value of X We 
define the fixpoint depth d(tp) of a /i-calculus formula <p as the maximal number of 
such nestings, ignoring vacuous nestings (we shall give a formal definition shortly) 
Finally, it will turn out that even nestings of the kind we just saw are not that 
bad after all, since the two fixpoints which are nested are both least fixpoints 
The formula 

ßX.p V (q A vY.X A (g)Y) 

on the other hand nests a greatest fixpoint inside a smallest fixpoint. This kind 

of nesting is formally captured by the notion of alternation depth [44]. 

• D E F I N I T I O N 6.14 ( A L T E R N A T I O N D E P T H ) . If a /.-calculus formula <p is in pos
itive normal form, we define its alternation depth ad(<p) by induction on u> as 
follows: 

ad(X) = ad(p) = 0 for p e $0 , X e Var 
ad{<f V ip) = ad(!fi A tp) = max{ad{ip), ad(ip)) 

ad(->ip) = ad{ip) 
ad({g)ip) = ad([g](p) = ad(ip) 

ad(pX.ip) = max{l,ad(<p),l + ad(vY141),...,l + ad(vYn.1>n)) 
where vY%.é% e sf(<p) and X occurs free in ^ 

ad(vX.<p) = rrun(l,<uifa),l + ad(pY141),...,l + ad(ijYn.il>n)) 
where fiY^ e sf(ip) and X occurs free in i/j, 
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gy = m 
a U ß)y = ay V 6y 

(a; 0)» = oy[Y •= py] 

(*>?)» = ip° AY 

{ay = -,av[Y := -Y] 
(a*y = iiX.Y V ox 

Thus for any //-calculus formula if, we can define its alternation depth by first 
rewriting it into positive normal form. The difference between fixpoint depth d(if) 
and alternation depth ad(<p) lies in the last two clauses of the preceding definition: 
For d(fiX.ip) as well as d{vX.f), we add 1 to the maximal fixpoint depth of both 
fir and i/-subformulas of ip which contain X free. Denote the set of /./.-calculus 
formulas as Lß, and let Lßk Ç Lß denote the set of those formulas which (when 
put into positive normal form) are of alternation depth at most k. Let Lk

ß Ç Lß 

denote the set of formulas which contain at most k distinct set variables. 

6.4.2 E m b e d d i n g G a m e Logic into t h e / /-Calculus 

The following function ° : GL -> L2
ß maps every Game Logic formula ip to a ji-

calculus formula p°, using two auxiliary translation functions on games, x and y. 

f ={g)x 
(a U ß)x = ax V ßx 

(a;ß)x = ax[X:=ßx] 
{iplf = ip°AX 
\adf = ~^ax[X := - X ] 
{a*)x =iiY.XVay 

P" =P 

((a)p)° = o?[X:=<p°) 

The expression ip[X := ij)] refers to the result of substituting i\> for every occur
rence of X. Note that if° will have no free variables so that we can simply write 
M, s |= ip° instead of M,v,s |= f°. The correctness of the translation can easily 
be proved by induction. 

• T H E O R E M 6.15. There is a translation function ° : GL —> L2
ß such that for all 

game models M we have M,s \= <p iff M, s \= <p°. 

While this translation from Game Logic into the ^-calculus allows us to talk 
about the alternation depth of a Game Logic formula, it is useful to define the 
notion of alternation depth for Game Logic directly. 

• D E F I N I T I O N 6.16 (ALTERNATION D E P T H ) . The alternation depth of a Game 

Logic formula tp which is in dual normal form is inductively defined as follows: 
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ad(p) = O for p e $ 0 

ad(ipVip) = max(ad(ip),ad(iP)) 
ad(~np) = ad(ip) 

ad({j)<p) = max(ad(-f),ad(ip)) 
ad(g) = 0 for g e T0 

ad(ip?) = ad(tp) 
ad(7

d) = od(7) 
ad(a U /3) = o,fi(a n /?) = max(ad(Q), ad(/3)) 

Chapter 6. Game Logic 

ad(a;ß) = max(ad(a), ad(J3)) 

ad(Y) = rnax(l,ad(j),l + ad(ax),...,l + ad(ax)) 
where af is a subgame of 7 not in the scope of ? 

a d ( 7
x ) = max(l,ad(j),l + ad(a*1),...A + ad(a*n)) 

where a* is a subgame of 7 not in the scope of ? 

In this definition, maximization in ad(7*) needs to be restricted to subgaines of 7 
not m the scope of a test operator. This restriction is the Game Logic equivalent to 
the ^-calculus restriction to subformulas which contain the fixpoint variable free 
As an example, consider the Game Logic formula {({g*)qiy)p which corresponds 
to he /.-calculus formula ßX.p V (X A vY.q A (g)Y) and has alternation depth 1 
rather than 2. In general, while fa?)» = ^ A X has a free variable, that variable 
will never be m the scope of any fixpoint operator resulting from translating <p 

l h e following theorem shows that using the above definition of alternation 
depth for Game Logic, the translation function preserves alternation depth. 

• T H E O R E M 6.17. For every Game Logic formula ip, ad(<p) = ad{^°). 

P R O O F . We show by simultaneous induction that for all Game Logic formulas 
V and games 7 , ad{<p) = ad(<p°) and ad(7) = ad(>f\. We will assume here for 
simplicity that <p and 7 are in dual normal form, and that the translation function 

also contains the following clauses for the demonic game operations: 

(a n ß)x = a
x A ßx and (ax)x = vY.X A ay 

We shall briefly consider the most difficult inductive steps for sequential com
position and iteration. Since (a, ßf = a

x[X := ß% we need to show that 
max(ad(a?),ad(ß*)) = ad(ax[X := /?*]). To see that this is indeed the case 
note that the substitution of ß* for X can only lead to an increase in alterna
tion depth m case a free variable will become bound by an outer fixpoint op
erator. But this cannot happen since X is the only free variable in ß* which 
will still be free in ax[X := ß% An analogous argument is used to show that 
max{ad(-ix),ad{<p°)) = ad(-f[X := tp°]). 

For iteration, we need to show that ad(7*) = adfaY.XVy«), where 7* contains 
Y free. Inspecting the definitions of ad, it suffices to show two claims-
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(1) For every subformula vZ.ijj of 7* in which y occurs free, there 
is a subformula a x of 7 which is not in the scope of a test whose 
translation is vZ.ip. 

On the one hand, every subformula vZ.ip of j y must be the translation of a 
subformula ax of 7. On the other hand, if Y occurs free in ip then ax cannot be 
in the scope of a test. 

(2) For every subformula ax of 7 which does not occur in the scope 
of a test and for which ad(ax) = ad(j), its translation vZ.ip will be a 
subformula of j y which contains Y free. 

Note that we can also assume that ax does not occur in the scope of another 
x-iteration, i.e., there is no subformula ßx of 7 such that ax is a subformula of ß. 
For if that were the case, ad(ßx) > a,d(ax) and it suffices to consider ,/3x instead 
of ax. 

To sec that vZ.ip must indeed contain Y free, note that the free variable Y 
in -jv is passed on through the game operations with the exception of test and 
iteration. In other words, the only way in which Y could not be free in vZ.ip is 
if this formula occurs within the scope of another (translated) iteration, for we 
assumed it is not within the scope of a test. As mentioned, we can assume that 
vZ.ip occurs within the scope of a least fixpoint, i.e., it is a subformula of /JZ'.S. 
But then we would have 

ad(j) > ad(jiZ'.ö) > ad{uZ.ip) = ad{ax) 

which contradicts our assumption that ad(ax) = 0^(7). • 

Thus, while two variables suffice to translate Game Logic into the /i-calculus, 
iteration and duality allow one to create formulas of arbitrary alternation depth: 
there is no k such that for all Game Logic formulas ip, ad(p>) < k. If we define 
51 = g, and for n > 0 we let g2n = g*2n-i

 a n d 02n+i = Ä . t h e n (.9«)-1 w i U b e 

a formula of alternation depth n - 1. Note, however, that this result is only 
syntactic: It may very well be that there is some k such that for all GL formulas 
ip, ip° is equivalent to a formula of alternation depth at most k. We will have 
more to say on this matter in the next chapter (section 7.2). All that we know 
so far is that such a k would have to be greater than 1: 

• T H E O R E M 6.18. There is a GL formula ip which is not equivalent to any \x-

calculus formula of alternation depth less than 2. 

P R O O F . Consider the //-calculus formula 

S:= vX.t,Y.(g)((pAX)VY). 
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On Kripke models with accessibility relation g, it expresses that "on some g-path 
p occurs infinitely often" (EGFp in CTL* notation). This formula has alternation 
depth 2 and it has been shown that there is no //-calculus formula S' of alternation 
depth 1 or less such that 5 is equivalent to 5' over Kripke models (see, e.g., [44]). 
Consequently, the same holds when considering equivalence over all game models. 
On the other hand, 8 is equivalent to the translation of 

[((</*; ;g;p?)dy]T, 

thus showing that it cannot be the case that all GL formulas are equivalent to 
/u-calculus formulas of alternation depth less than 2. • 

While the translation function does not yield ^.-calculus formulas of bounded 
alternation depth, and while we know certain properties expressible with Game 
Logic require alternation depth at least 2, it is easy to see that for Garne Logic 
formulas within the program fragment, alternation depth 1 is all we need. 

• T H E O R E M 6.19. If ip lies in the program fragment of Game Logic, ad(tp) = 1. 
Consequently, Game Logic is more expressive than its program fragment. 

6.5 Complexity of Model Checking 

As may be expected, the presence of iteration makes model checking for Game 
Logic more complex than model checking for Coalition Logic. Instead of pro
viding a model-checking algorithm for Game Logic directly, we shall consider an 
algorithm for the generalized /i-calculus. For the //-calculus over Kripke models, 
the best known upper bound on complexity is NP n co-NP, while for bounded 
alternation depth, the problem can be solved in deterministic polynomial time. 
As it turns out, the situation is similar for game models. 

As for the representation of a game model and the definition of its size, the 
same considerations apply as for coalition models. Consequently, we can easily 
transfer the definition of section 3.3 to game models: 

• D E F I N I T I O N 6.20 ( M O D E L S I Z E ) . Given a game model M = ((S\{Eg\g e 

T0}),V), we define its size \M\ as 

M H*i+ E E E w . 
{a|seS} {slsePo} {X\sE°X} 

where Ec
g is the non-monotonic core of Eg. 

Recall also that for Coalition Logic we defined the length of a formula ip as the 
number of its subformulas. For Game Logic, this approach will not work since 
we also have to account for the complexity of the games a formula contains. For 
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PDF, one gets around this problem by using the Fischer-Ladner closure FL(<p) 
of the formula rather than its subformula closure. This Fischer-Ladner closure 
can easily be extended to include the duality operator, so that we could define 
\(p\ = \FL{ip)\. Usually, it is sufficient however to think of \tp\ as the syntactic 
length of ip. We shall draw the reader's attention to the precise definition of \ip\ 
on the few occasions when this will be necessary. 

Given a /t-calculus formula ip, a game model M. and a variable valuation 
v, there is an algorithm for calculating {s\M,v,s \= <p} which runs in time 
0(\M\r+1 x \<p\), where r = d(tp), the depth of (non-vacuous) fixpoint nestings. To 
see this, suppose that <p = ßX.ip, where d(ip) < d(<p). Then we need to calculate 
Uo<t<|s| FTi w h e r e S i s t h e u m v e r s e o f M a n d F ( T ) = { t e S\M,vX:=T,t h W}-
WeTthus need to calculate the extension of ip under at most | 5 | different valuations 
vx-.=T- so calculating the extension of y requires time at most |S | times the time 
it takes to determine the extension of ip. 

There is one respect, however, in which the previous bound can be improved 
dramatically, and this improvement will also turn out to be relevant conceptually 
when discussing differences between programs and games. Consider, e.g., the for
mula /j,X.fiY.if(X,Y), where (p contains no additional fixpoints. For sufficiently 
complex ip, the result obtained would suggest the model checking problem to re
quire time roughly quadratic in the size of the state space of the model under 
consideration. As it turns out, however, the formula, can be evaluated in lin
ear time, due to lack of alternation and the generalized Knaster-Tarski fixpoint 
theorem. 

Consider again how we can evaluate ßX.ßY.ip{X,Y). Given model M = 
{(S,{Eg\g e r0}),VO, valuation v and sets A, B C S. let p(A, B) = {s G 
S\M,S,VX:=A,Y-=B H </>}• T n c n t n e algorithm suggested in theorem A.l pro
ceeds by calculating 

F0 = 0, Fi = ßYip(F0, Y),F2 = iiY.p{FuY),... 

until for some m < \S\, Fm = Fm+1. To calculate Fz for i > 0, we need to 

calculate 
/o = 0, fi = <p{Fi-Uf0), /2 = v ( F i _ i , / i ) , . . . 

until for some n < \S\, ƒ„ = fn+i- As a result, we require at most | 5 | • | 5 | 

calculations of ip(X,Y). 
Fortunately, we can do better than that. Suppose we have calculated F{ = 

fiY.tp(Fi-i,Y). Since F4_i Ç F{ and ip is monotonie in both arguments, 

F = nY.<p(F^uY) C fiY.ip(Fi,Y) = Fi+1 and F = ^ (F . - i .F , ) ç p{F, Ft) 

and hence by the generalized Knaster-Tarski theorem A.2, 

Fl+1 = ßY.p(Ft, Y) = p(F, F) U ip(F, p(Ft, Ft)) U • • • , 
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i.e we can start the fixpoint approximation at Ft instead of 0. As a conse
quence, the state space has to be traversed only once, i.e., we require at most 151 
calculations of tp{X,Y). 

The previous argument can be generalized to arbitrary finite sequences of 
nested /.-operators as long as no ^operator intervenes, and an analogous argu
ment applies to sequences of nested ^-operators without intervening /.-operators 
As a result, we obtain a complexity bound formulated not in terms of fixpoint 
depth but m terms of alternation depth. 

• T H E O R E M 6.21. Given a /.-calculus formula tp, a game model M and a variable 

Ï S j A x ^ g C m t h m f 0 r C a l c u k t l n S {'\M,v,s\= tp} which runs in 

P R O O F Consider a game model M = ((S, {Eg\g e F0}), V) and a valuation „ 
m which we want to determine the extension of a /.-calculus formula p First 
we rewrite <p to positive normal form. Next, we initialize all /..-variables to 0 
and all ,,-variables to S. We have a boolean array done that keeps track of 
which subsentences have been evaluated already Initially, donekb] = false for 
all subsentences of <p. Lastly, the array valuety] will store the set of states where 
V; is rue. The work is done by the following recursive function which initially is 
called with argument tp. 

Evalua te^) : 

If tp is a sentence and done[p] = true then return value[tp}; 
Case ip of the form 

X (variable): R := v(X) 

--V(p) 
= S \ Evaluate (tp) 
•• Evaluate(a) U Evaluate(/3) 
: Evaluate(a) n Evaluate^) 
: {s e S\3X Ç S : sEc

gX and X C Evaluate(^)} 
:= {s G S\VX C S : sEc

gX ^Xn Eva lua te^ ) = 0} 
fiX.ip: If the surrounding fixpoint formula is a greatest fixpoint 

then v(X) := 0; 

For each open ^-subformula ßY.S such that there 
is no V>subformula vZ.X containing it, set v(Y) - 0 

Repeat: R := v{X): v(X) := Eva lua te^ ) Until R = v{X) 
vX.il>: If the surrounding fixpoint formula is a least fixpoint 

then v(X) := S; 

For each open ^-subformula vY.5 such that there 
is no ^-subformula p,Z.x containing it, set v(Y) - S 

R e P e a t : R •= v(X); v{X) := Evaluate^;) Until R = v(X) 
it tp is a sentence then ' 

p (atom): R 
-•tir. R 
o V / 3 : R 
a Aß: R 

(g)i'- R 

W- R 

http://vX.il
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done[p] := true; 
value[(p\ := R; 

Return R 

Note that we assume that the test in the conditional for the ^-formulas succeeds 
only if there is a surrounding fbcpoint formula. To verify that the running time 
of the algorithm is indeed in 0(\M\ad(kp)+1 x \<p\), one shows by induction on tp 
that E v a l u a t e » runs in time 0(\ip\ x \M\ x \S\ad(-ip)). 

If p is a variable X or some atomic proposition p, the extension of p is already 
part of the description of the model/valuation and the function call terminates 
immediately. Skipping the boolean cases, suppose that <p = {g)'ib. After deter
mining Eva lua te !» in 0 ( » x \M\ x \S\ad{ip)), we check for every sE'gX whether 
X Ç Evalua te !» which can be done in 0(\M\). Hence, we end up with a time 
bound of 0(\(p\ x \M\ x \S\ad^). 

In case p = pX.ijj consider first the case where ad(p) = ad(ip) + l. In the worst 
case, the surrounding fixpoint formula is a greatest fixpoint, so that X is reset to 
0 before we calculate Uo<i<|S| p]i w h e r e F ( T ) = if' e S\M,vx~T,t t= >P}- As a 
result, we calculate Eva lua te !» at most | 5 | times for different valuations, each 
calculation requiring 0(\ip\ x \M\ x |5|a d (*') time, yielding a total of 0(\ip\ x 
\M\ x \S\adM). 

For the case where ad(p) = ad(ip), the approximations of fiX will be absorbed 
by Eva lua te^ ) : If (1) there is another least-fixpoint subformula fjY.ö of the 
same alternation depth, the algorithm will refrain from resetting Y to 0 for new 
assignments to X. If (2) there is some greatest-fixpoint subformula vY.S of the 
same alternation depth, then X cannot occur in S, and so vY.b only needs to be 
evaluated once. B 

Note that the time bound provided is a rather rough estimate: As the proof 
shows, the real calculation time is more accurately described by 0(\S\ad('^ x \M\ x 
\p\) where S is the universe of M. Since \S\ is usually much smaller than \M\, 
model checking is often somewhat more feasible than suggested by the bound 
given in the theorem. Since we are, however, not interested in producing an 
efficient implementation but only in obtaining a rough idea of the complexity of 
the model checking problem, the bound stated in the theorem will do. 

While theorem 6.21 provides a polynomial time model checking procedure for 
bounded alternation depth, for unbounded alternation depth, we conjecture that. 
similar to the case of Kripke models, the model-checking problem is in NP n 
co-NP. 

What are the consequences of theorem 6.21 for Game Logic? Using the trans
lation from Game Logic into the ^-calculus, we can get an upper bound for the 
complexity of Game Logic model checking as well. 

• COROLLARY 6.22. Given a Game Logic formula p and a finite game model A4. 
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model checking can be done in time 0(\M\adl''fi'>+1 x |</s|). Consequently, if (p lies 
in the program fragment, model-checking can be done in time 0(\M\2 x |<p|). 

PROOF. Since by theorem 6.17 ad(ip) = ad((p°), we only need to check that the 
translation from Game Logic into the //-calculus is efficient, for then the result 
follows by theorems 6.21 and 6.19. 

Inspecting the definition of °, the only problematic clause is (a U ß)x, for 
(,9i U c/2) f will be translated as {gi)^° V (.92)^°, duplicating cp° and hence resulting 
in an exponential increase in length. As pointed out in [46], however, this does 
not really create a problem, since a clever representation of subformulas can be 
chosen which consolidates common subformulas. • 

6.6 Complexity of the Satisfiability Problem 

The appendix of [97] contains an argument which demonstrates that the satis
fiability problem for Game Logic is decidable. The argument uses a translation 
of Game Logic formulas into modal /i-calculus formulas, reducing Game Logic 
satisfiability to /i-calculus satisfiability. The translation used, however, is not 
the one presented in section 6.4.2, for the aim in this case is a translation into 
the /z-calculus interpreted over Kripke models rather than game models. Hence, 
since Game Logic and the standard modal /i-calculus are interpreted over different 
models, the models have to be translated as well. As for the formula translation, 
however, it turns out that the length of a formula can grow exponentially in the 
translation process, thereby seemingly making the reduction inefficient. A closer 
look, however, reveals that this exponential blow-up can easily be circumvented, 
as in the case of corollary 6.22. We now present the argument which establishes 
an exponential-time upper bound for the satisfiability problem. 

Formulas as well as models of Garne Logic can be translated into formulas 
and models of the /x-calculus as follows: Given a game model M = ({S.{Eg\g G 
FQ}),V), we construct its Kripke-version by introducing new states for every 
subset of S, i.e., we let MK = ((£", Re, {Rg\g e T0}),V') where S' = Su{sx\X Ç 
S}, sxRet iff t e X and tRgsx iff tEgX. In other words, the new set includes all 
the old states (individual-states) plus all subsets of old states (set-states), and we 
have two sorts of accessibility relations. Relation Rg relates individual-states to 
set-states just as Eg did in the game model, and Re is nothing but the converse 
of the element-of relation, relating set-states to individual-states. Finally, we 
also introduce another prepositional atom pe which holds at a state iff it is an 
individual-state, so we let V'(p) = V(p) for p ^ pe, and V'(pe) = S. We can then 
translate Game Logic formulas over atomic games T0 into /(-calculus formulas 
over F0 U {e} (where e ^ T0) as follows: 
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9X = {g)[e}(pe AX) {9?)x = p°APeAX 
(aUß)x = axVßx {a;ß)x = ax[X := ßx] 

{ad)x = pe A -,ax[X := pe A -X] (<**)' = /iKpe A (X V ct^X := Y]) 

P° =P 
(^p)° =PeA^¥>° 

{ip v v)° = <̂ ° v ?/>0 

««>¥>)" = o*[X :=*>"] 

Note that this translation function is different from the one previously used in 
section 6.4 to translate from Game Logic into the generalized /^-calculus, the 
reason being that now we need a translation which links Kripke models to game 
models. 

• L E M M A 6.23. For all Game Logic formulas ip, <p is satisfiable in a game model 
iff p° A p e is satisfiable in a Kripke model. 

P R O O F . It is easy to check that if <p is satisfiable in M. p° Ape is satisfiable in 
MK as constructed before. 

For the converse, assume MK = {{S,{Re,Rg\g G r0}),V') satisfies ip° A pe 

at state s G S. Let M = ({S',{Eg\g G r 0 }) ,V ' ) be such that S' = V(pe), 
V'(p) = V(p)\S' for all atoms p ^ pe, and finally 

sEgU iff 3teS : sRgt and V u e S : tReu => u G U 

where s G S' and U Ç S'. We claim that for all Game Logic formulas x a n ( i games 
7, (1) For all s G 5": MK, s h X° iff M, s h X, and (2) For all s G S",T G 5: 
M R : , s, T \= j x iff s £ 7 ( T n 5 ' ) . As should be evident, the notation MK, s,T h 7'T 

refers to 7X being true at s in . M K when the free variable X has denotation T. 
The proof is by simultaneous induction on tp and 7, and the different inductive 
steps involve no major difficulties. We shall only show the case of iteration: 

To show that MK-, s, T \= (7*)* iff sEr (TflS') for all s eS',T C 5 , it suffices 
to show that for all T Ç S, 

ßU.S'niTUis^SlMK^s.U^r1}) = )J-U.(TnS')UE7(U). 

That these two fixpoints coincide can most easily be seen if we consider the 
approximation stages for calculating them: If we let F(U) = S' fl (T U {s G 
S\MK, S, U h 7X}) and G(t/) = ( T f l 5') U Ey(U), it is easily seen that for every 
ordinal K we have F Î K = GÎK Ç 5 ' . For the inductive step for K + 1, one must 
show that 

S" n (T U {s G S\MK,s, F T K h 7*}) = (TH 5') U £7(GT") ç 5 ' 

which follows by the induction hypotheses for re and 7. • 
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• T H E O R E M 6.24. The satisfiability problem for Game Logic is in EXPTIME. 

PROOF. By lemma 6.23, we have reduced the satisfiability problem for Game 
Logic to the satisfiability problem for the modal //-calculus over Kripke models. 
As a consequence of [45, 117], the satisfiability problem for the //-calculus is 
EXPTIME-complete, so all we need to check is that the translation from ip to 
<p° A pe is effective. 

As in the case of theorem 6.22. one can see that the problematic case is 
program/game union which causes the translation not to be efficient, Again, 
this problem can be avoided if common subformulas are represented only once. 
Inspecting the proof of the complexity result for the modal //-calculus in [117] 
reveals that what is important is not the syntactic length of a //-calculus formula 
tp but rather the size of its Fischer-Ladner closure FL(ip) (an extension of the 
subformula closure). Since \FL(p°)\ is 0{\<p\), the translation function ° does 
indeed provide an efficient reduction. | 

It is reasonable to conjecture that the satisfiability problem is EXPTIME-
complete, though we have no proof of this conjecture yet. 

6.7 Discussion 

6.7.1 Simulating Game Models by Kripke Models 

The proof of theorem 6.24 concerning the complexity of the satisfiability problem 
relied on translating formulas of Game Logic into the //-calculus and simulating 
game models by Kripke models. In fact, this technique of treating game models 
as Kripke models also could have been used to analyze the complexity of model 
checking. More generally, the simulation technique is not only applicable to the 
specific case of Game Logic, but to non-normal modal logics more generally. As 
shown in [51], a modal formula. y> can be translated into a multi-modal formula 
ip° such that p is satisfiable in neighborhood models iff tp° is satisfiable in Kripke 
models. Similar translations are given which link, for example, satisfiability in 
monotonie neighborhood models to satisfiability in Kripke models. Consequently, 
theorem proving in non-normal modal logics can be reduced to theorem proving 
in normal modal logics. This line of investigation is carried further in [78] where it 
is shown that one can obtain translations into uni-modal formulas which preserve 
satisfiability and also a number of other properties. 

In spite of this reduction to normal modal logic, we think that in general, 
working with Game Logic or Coalition Logic is easier than working with their 
normal modal simulations. While we have seen that simulating neighborhood 
models (game models, coalition models) by Kripke models can be useful to ob
tain certain results, there is no free lunch here. These simulations do not yield 
immediate results, for example, concerning the completeness and complexity of 
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the coalition logics studied in chapter 3 (with the exception of Mon). The reason 
is that the neighborhood relations Ec are not simply required to be monotonie, 
they have to be interrelated in a certain way. The normal modal logic simulat
ing, for example. Play will be complex enough to prevent any quick conclusions 
about its complexity. Even for Game Logic we needed a significant extension of 
the results in [51, 78] to deal with the program/game operations. 

6.7.2 Programs vs. Games 

In order to compare game operations to program operations, this chapter has fo
cused on game models which are extremely simple compared to the structures we 
have investigated for Coalition Logic. However, even for these simple structures 
which only describe determined 2-player games, we have seen some interesting 
differences between Game Logic and its program fragment, summarized in figure 
6.2. 

complete axiomatization 
maximal alternation depth 

expressive power 
complexity model checking 

complexity satisfiability 

Game Logic GL program fragment GL' 
not yet yes 

none 1 
> 

0(\M\ad^)+l x \tp\) 0(\M\2 x M) 
in EXPTIME in EXPTIME 

Figure 6.2: Differences between Game Logic and its program fragment over gen

eral game models. 

In terms of expressive power, we have seen that the program fragment is less 
expressive than full Game Logic. By theorems 6.18 and 6.19, there is a Game 
Logic formula which is not equivalent to any formula of the program fragment. 
In fact, there is even a formula of alternation depth 1 which cannot be expressed 
within the program fragment (see theorem 7.2 of the following chapter). Put 
differently, while the program fragment can be translated into L w , there are also 
formulas in L w which are not equivalent to any formula of the program fragment. 

Syntactically, we have seen that Game Logic formulas can have arbitrary 
alternation depth whereas programs only have alternation depth 1. As shown 
in [18], this alternation hierarchy for Game Logic does not collapse semantically. 
i.e., there are Game Logic formulas of arbitrary alternation depth which are not 
equivalent to formulas of lower alternation depth. 

Due to the difference in alternation depth, we have seen that model checking 
for programs seems easier than model checking for games. Naturally, this differ
ence is rather tentative, for it might be that better algorithms will be found for 
the modal ^-calculus which run in polynomial time independent of the alterna
tion depth. At the current state of knowledge, however, the maximal number of 
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subsequent role-changes which are linked to iteration determines the complexity 
of model checking. If it is indeed the case that also model checking for the gen
eralized //-calculus is in NP n co-NP, the question whether model checking for 
programs is simpler than for games is linked to one of the basic open issues of 
complexity theory, namely, the relationship between NP (~1 co-NP and P. 

The existence of a complete axiornatization constitutes a final difference be
tween Game Logic and its program fragment. Again, this difference is only a 
rather weak difference due to our insufficient knowledge. Still, it also should not 
be dismissed too easily. Take, e.g., the modal //-calculus (interpreted over Kripke 
models): The decade it took from the creation of the modal //-calculus and its 
proposed axiornatization in [76] to a completeness proof in [124] bears witness to 
the fact that the conceptual complexity of this logic far exceeds that of Prepo
sitional Dynamic Logic, even though, e.g.. the complexity of the satisfiability 
problem is EXPTIME-complete in both cases. 

6.8 Bibliographic Notes 

Game Logic was first introduced m [96, 97], a further introductory reference is 
[101]. The completeness result for Game Logic without dual is from [97], as is the 
decidability of full Game Logic. Our argument in section 6.6 essentially follows 
[97], except that we used a different translation function which eliminates the need 
for an additional conjunct which forces the Kripke model to be of a particular 
shape. As a result, the proof of lemma 6.23 is simplified. 

Concurrent Prepositional Dynamic Logic (CPDL, [108]) is a system closely 
related to Game Logic. Where Game Logic talks about games, CPDL talks about 
concurrent programs. Due to this different interpretation, CPDL is not exactly a 
sublogic of Game Logic since the £ 7 functions are not assumed to be monotonie. 
CPDL contains two disjunctions, corresponding to demonic and angelic choice, 
but no dual operator. Axiomatic completeness is established in [54]. 

The standard modal //-calculus interpreted over Kripke models was originally 
proposed in [76]. The notion of alternation depth as well as the model checking 
algorithm which we extended from Kripke models to game models m section 6.5 
go back to [46]. The axiornatization proposed m [76] was proved complete in 
[124]. See also [6] for a recent book on the //-calculus. 

The generalized //-calculus as defined in section 6.4 is closely related to the Al
ternating //-calculus (AMC) proposed in [3] which is an extension of Alternating 
Temporal Logic (ATL) discussed m section 4.4. Like ATL, AMC is interpreted 
over alternating transition systems which are essentially a subclass of coalition 
models. The model-checking complexity for AMC is also dependent on the al
ternation depth of the formula, i.e., there is an analogue of theorem 6.21 for 


